Pro Aero mats – suitable for various applications
Helicopters, UAV, Cargo aircraft landing strips
Pro Aero Mat installation guidelines:
The Pro Aero Mats can be installed over existing runways, to prevent browning out a geo membrane
is used to minimise dust. The Pro Aero Mat also allows for better traction and prevent aqua planing in
high rainfall areas. Over and above the above, the mats can be utilised for private airfields. The Pro
Aero Mats comes in a variety of colours. Territory dependant.
The ground preparation will depend whether the services required are permanent or temporary.
Geo-textiles and Pro Aero Mats
While not necessary, Geo-textiles are an inexpensive way to speed installation and removal time, as
the presence of a geo-textile provides a clean and uniform installation surface and prevents debris or
mud from interfering with the Pro Aero Mats connection system. Geo-textiles can be used to provide a
barrier between dirt, mud and the mats above, and inevitably minimizes the cleaning required upon
removal of the Aero Mats

Depending on the type of geo-textile utilized and how porous it is, it can help keep mud and subsurface water from seeping up to the working surface of the mats and make your site safer for
pedestrian and vehicle traffic.
To use a geo-textile in combination with pro Aero Mats, simply unroll the geo-textile on the ground
surface and install the Aero Mats using the standard installation procedures.

Installations
Once the area has been cleaned and prepared, the Aero mats pure clips together, for more longterm installations anchoring pegs are used to keep the system in place.

The Pro Aero mat, comes with a rapid deployable system where the panels can be rolled out
for rapid installation in temporary applications.

In High rainfall areas the Pro Aero Mat also facilitates perforations, to prevent aquaplaning, so water
filters through quicker.

Transleucency colour and hole pattern Pro Aero Mat allows for a cooler runway surface.

For increased load factors the Pro Aero Mat, comes with load bearing inserts, that is installed under
the matting system.

The Pro Aero mats has built-in channels to prevent aviation fuel spillages on the surface, in addition
there is ducting where lighting can be installed for night rated pilots without any interferences.
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Sample of browning out, which causes high wear and tear maintenance on the props and mechanical
parts.

By utilising the Pro Aero Mats, this can be prevented.

